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The hornolo-:5, of products and joins of reflexive relations is computed. Rota's ho- 
mology of the products of two lattices is computed. The homology of finite polyspher- 
ic d posets is determined by Euler characteristic and length. The category of polyspher- 
icd po~ts is closed under joins and special prodm ts but not products. A special product 
o! nonvoid reflexive relations is simply connected. 
The homology of reflexive relations was introduced in [2]. AI;I ho- 
molog7 in this paper has constant coefficients in a principal ideal do- 
main..X.n object in the category of reflexive relations is an ordered pair 
(X. R )where  R is a reflexive relation in X. We abuse language by refer- 
ri~ag to X as a reflexive relation. The morphisms are relations preserving 
ft nctitms. The definitions of homotopy and excision for reflexive rela- 
tions are found in t21. Spanier's book [8] is the standard reference for 
singulz r theory. 
Two points of the product A x B of reflexive relations are related iff 
corresponding coordinates are related (m the same d~rection). The topo- 
logical realization functor T is not product preserving [ 2 ]. However, the 
product of reflexive relations is a categorical product so the Eilenberg- 
Zilber theorem for simplicial sets [4] together witi~ the Kfinneth the- 
orem yield the following. 
Theorelri I (Eilenberg, Zilber and Kfinneth). The homology of,~.he pro- 
d72ct A ~ B o f  reflexire relations is" 
Hp(A X B) ~- [H(A)® H(B)Ip + [Tor(H(A),H(B))]r_ ~ .
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The join A • B of reflexive relations is the disjoint union of A and B. 
Each of A. B has its original relation aad every element of A is related 
to every element of B Since the topological realization functor T com- 
mutes with join and the homology of a reflexive relation is isomorphic 
to the singular homo~iogy of its topological realization [ 2 ], Milnor's 
calculation [ 5, p. 43 it ] yields the following. 
Theorem 2 (Milr~or'~. The reduced homology of the join A • B of re- 
fie.rive relations i,~', 
Hp+i(A ,B).'x- [H(A) ® H(B)It,  + [Tor(H(A),H(B)) I t ,_  l . 
G 
Define A* = 0 • A • 1 and the special product (A ÷ × B ~')- = 
A + x B + ~ ((0,13,)., (1, 1)} for reflexive relations A, B. This construc- 
tion is of intere~,;t because Rota's homology [7] of a lattice A + is the 
homology of the poset A. In order to compute Rota's homology of 
the product of two lattices A + x B + , one computes the homology of 
the poset (A ÷ ;< B ÷ ) -  in terms of the homology of the posets A, B. 
{A ÷ and hence, A* X B + is contractible.) 
I.emma 3. i f  one o f  the reflexiv~:;'relations A, B is non-empty, then 
(A ÷ x B: ) -  ,is path conneeted' (q~ + X ¢~+ ) -  is the zero sphere 
Theorem 4. ~ A, B are non-vOtd reflexive relations, then the reduced 
homology o f  (A + X B + ) -  is ~. 
i ? 
tt~p~,2[(A ÷ x B÷Y-I ~ [H(A)eH(B) lp  + [Tor(H(A) ,H(B)) lp_ I .  
Proof. LetX=(A + X B+), -, U i =X\  'A + X 0), and U 2 =X\(0X B+). 
(. U i . U 2 } i~ an excisive c6uple in X = U l u U 2 . The map f '  U l -. U l 
defined by f(a. b) = (0, t~,) is a dilation retraction (see [ 2] ) and )q U 1 ] 
is isomorphic to B • l '~ hich is contractible. Since U 1 . U 2 are contract- 
ible, the con~e, cting homomorphism of the reduced Mayer-Vietoris e- 
quence is an isomorphism. Hence 
I fV  I = :~A, i )×/3and V 2 =A×~B, l ) , then  {V l, V 2} isanex-  
cisDe cot~pL, in U t n U 2 = V l o V 2 and V i n V 2 = A X B. The inctu.- 
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sion of V I into U 1 n U 2 is homotopic to ~ constant map as follows: 
L = {0, 1,2, 3~} is partially ordered by 0 < I, 1 > 2, 2 < 3. Pick b in 
B and define the homotopy K" V l x L ~ U l n U 2 by 
i (x,y), Ktx. v. j) = (x, 1 ,  (x, b), 
( l ,b ) ,  




Since F 1 ( 72 ) ;,s homotopy equivalent to B(A ), one may modify the 
reduced Mayer-Vietoris equence of ( V l , V 2 } to obtain the exact 
seque lace 
0 --, Ho+ l (U 1 n U 2 )-. Hp(A X B~ ~ Hp(A) + Hp(B)-~ O. 
The theorem now follows as in [ 5, p. 431 I. 
Let m be the set (0~ i , . . . ,m) .  A path of length m f romx toy  in the 
reflexive relation (X, R) i'~ a function g" m --, X satisfying o = x, gm = Y 
anti (gi, g~+ 1) ~- R u R ° for 0 g i < m, where R ° denotes the opposite 
of R. P(X;x, y) is the set of all paths in X from x to y. E is the smallest 
equivalence relation in P(X;x, y) containing the following U and It'. U = 
({g, grd)" g ~ P(X;x, y)}, where rd is a degeneracy map [4, p. 2331. 
ilfg E P(X;:~, y) and either (gp-I R gp R gp+l and gt,-I R gt,+! ) or 
(gp - 1 R° gp RO gp+ 1 and lip_ I R° gp+ 1 ), then (g, g~-p) is in V, where 
~P is aface map [4, p. 233]. In this case 0 < p < length g. 7r(X, x0) is the 
set of E-classes in P(X;x o. x o) with multiplication defined as for the 
edge path group [8, p. 1351. Using [8, p. ~38], ~r(X, x o) is i,';omorphic 
to the fundamental group of (T(X), x 0 ). A simii~.r definition of funda- 
meatal group for posets is found in [61. 
Frf,position 5. If A and B are non-void ,~eflexive relations, then the fitn- 
damental group of (A + × B + )- is singleton. 
i~ooL By Lemma 3, the fundamental group of X = (A + x B ÷ ) - i s  in- 
de~?endent of base point. It is sufficient to show that any loop in X 
0ased ~t (0, I ) is equivalent to a loop in X \ (A ÷ × 0)which is contrac- 
lJo~e. This reduces to verifying that if g is a path i~'on3 go to g2 in X, 
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,,- ~ (4 * t) ~ n ~,,a gi ~- (4 • I) >: 0, then g is equivalent to a path h 
Ifrcn~ go to g3 which touches (A • 1) X 0 at most at g3 • Let gi -- (Xi, .v).: 
If ,¢ i ~: A, then set xp = a else pick a 6 A. If Yo 6 B, then set b ~" Yo 
else pick b ~ B. I fy I c B, then set b' = .vl else pick b' ~ B. The pav h 
needed ~s 
(Xo,.V o ), (x I .b), (a,b), (a. i ), (a,b') (xl ,b')  (x 2, b') (x 2, Y2 )" 
For elements x, y of a poset X + of finite length (see [ 2, p. 5 ] ), x v y 
is the set of all minimal upper bounds of {x, y } in X + and x ^ y is de- 
fined dually. A po~t  X ÷ of finite length is strongly upper semimodular 
iff x ~ y, and {x, y } covers u implies that every element of x v )' covers 
:~. and y. The standard grade h tbr a strongly upper semimodular poset 
X ÷ of finite length is the height function defined by Haskins and Gudder 
in [3, p. 360]. 
l[?rop~i|ion 6. I f  X ÷ is a poset o f  finite length, then the following are 
equivalent: 
[ 1 ) X* is strongly upper semimodular; 
2~Ifx,  yEX +, lEx^ y, anduEx  v) ' , then 
h(x) + hO') ~ ~(u) + h(l). 
Pr~JoL Let x, y. I and u be as in (2) and assume that x and y are not com- 
pa:able. IrA is the set of elements in X v which are below u, then A is 
an upper semimodular poset iin which the o:nly minimal upper bound of 
{x. y ) is u. There is a minimal upper bound u' of {x, y } in A for which 
h(x) + h(y)~> h(l) + h(u') (see [3,p. 368]). But u = u' and the converse 
clear. 
Corollary 7. I rA  +, B + are strongly upper semimodular posets o f  finite 
length, ttzen so is A ÷ X B + , 
X i~ aa upper polyspherical poset iff X + is strongly upper semimod-- 
ul~r of finite ltength. The homology of a finite upper polyspherical poser 
is detemtined by its Euler characteristic and its length (called dimen- 
sion in [ 2 ] ). By Theorem I, the product of two upper polyspherical 
peters o:  positive length which have non-trivial homology is aot upper 
pG,!ysph~*,:rica~. 
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CorollaEr 8. leA and B are ,lppe~ m~(vspherical posets, then s,~ i~ ,4 • B 
and (A + x B+) - .  
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